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To whom it may Concern.
Badge Constructions recently completed a large Project with GNC. I am happy to say that the
Project was successful not only for GNC but also for Badge Constructions. The Project was
isolated and required a large volume of Excavation, Formwork, Reinforcement and Concrete.
The teamwork attitude and the shear numbers that GNC provided to Badge on this Project
was a contributing factor to the success of not only completing ahead of the scheduled works,
but also with a minimum number defects and hold ups.
Some of the main areas I would like to congratulate and recognise for GNC are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early planning by GNC meant the site was into full swing from day one.
Excellent supervision and office support through out entire project.
GNC owner and operator Batching Plant – This provided no lost time at all (a rarity in
itself in current conditions) and this was a huge factor in the production out put
displayed by GNC.
Quality of Concrete supplied via batching plant was equal to any carted concrete
company I have had supplied by.
Prefabricated formworks.
Continuity with numbers (staff) and push through attitude right to the final day.

Batching Plant.
In negotiations with Concrete companies for this project, one of my main concerns was
concrete supply. Especially the volume we required in the middle of some very hot times.
When negotiating with Steve Easton, he was able to produce a Company strategy and delivery
out put plan. This included the fact that Steve owned and operated his own Batching plant and
when I sat back and thought of how this particular job could best be kept to the tight
programme, it was the fact that we could pour concrete when we were ready and in volumes
that we wanted and under our own control.—This was a huge success and the telling
factor in completing complete Project ahead of original Construction schedule. Well
Done GNC.
Any queries, or confirmation required on this information. Please do not hesitate to call.

Kind Regards
John Moore
Construction Manager

